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Macroscopic Finite Element for a Single Lap Joint  
Scott E. Stapleton* and Anthony M. Waas.† 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, 48109, USA 
Macroscopic finite elements are elements with an embedded analytical solution used to 
carry out efficient, mesh independent finite element analysis.  In the present study, this 
method of macro elements was applied to a single lap joint.  The adherends were modeled as 
Euler-Bernoulli beams, and the adhesive layer assumed to be in a state of plane stress.  The 
field equations were derived using the principle of minimum potential energy, and the 
resulting solutions for the displacement fields were used to generate shape functions and a 
stiffness matrix for a single finite element.  Simplifying assumptions incorporated in the 
model development were evaluated by comparing with several corresponding 2-D finite 
element models with different joint parameters.  The results showed that the derived macro-
element results in considerable cost savings in computational modeling of structural systems 
that contain multiple lap joints. 
I. Introduction 
N the aerospace industry, fiber reinforced polymer matrix laminated composites (FRPCs) are gaining increasing 
use and attention because of their high strength to weight ratios, among other factors.  FRPCs perform much 
better with adhesive bonding rather than bolting or riveting because of their quasi-brittle nature1 and the ability of 
the bond to spread the load over a larger area leading to a lessening of stress concentration2.  Therefore, accurate 
analysis of adhesively bonded joints is becoming more critical than ever 
Adhesive joints have traditionally been analyzed using two methods: analytical models and finite element 
analysis3.  Analytical methods have been utilized to extract efficient closed-form solutions to adhesive single lap 
joint stresses.  Classical formulas have been introduced by Volkerson4, Goland and Reissner5 and Hart-Smith6.  
More recently, refined analytical studies, carried out by Mortensen and Thomsen7 and Delale, Erdogan, and 
Aydinoglu,8 have proven to be quite accurate in predicting stresses within adhesive joints.  However, analytical 
methods are often limited by geometric assumptions used to obtain a closed form solution and are not as useful to 
designers for compiling vehicle-scale models that may contain multiple joints.  Finite element analyses are widely 
utilized in industry, and can be used to assess joints with a wide variety of geometries and loading conditions.  
However, these methods can suffer from mesh dependence and a lack of efficiency, which is especially crippling for 
initial sizing analysis and 
full vehicle-scale models9. 
Therefore, a need exists to 
develop predictive tools for 
bonded joints that can 
seamlessly be coupled with 
large scale structural 
analyses without adding 
computational complexity. 
Such tools can be used to 
make quick mesh-
independent assessments of 
bonded composite joints.  
Currently, such a capability 
is lacking, and joint 
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assessment is typically performed late in the design cycle when structural changes that can lower the weight are 
much more difficult and expensive. 
Gustafson and Waas3 have merged analytical and finite element methods in order to make efficient, mesh 
independent finite element analysis of double lap joints to use for initial design and macroscopic vehicle modeling.  
Analytical models were embedded into a single finite element with minimal analyst input.  The current study 
extends this method to single lap joints (Fig. 1), which are more complex due to the eccentricity of the axial load 
path.  Initially, the adherends are treated as Euler-Bernoulli beams, and the adhesive is modeled as a discrete bed of 
normal and shear springs. Extensions to include a nonlinear constitutive model for the adhesive in conjunction with 
inputs to cohesive zone finite element modeling10,11 is currently underway .  The principle of minimum potential 
energy is used to obtain a closed-form solution of the adherend displacements, and these solutions are used to obtain 
shape functions and a local stiffness matrix for the macroscopic joint element.  The entire joint can then be replaced 
by a single macro joint finite element, while the remaining structure (outside the joint) is modeled using standard 
structural elements, for instance beam elements (Fig. 1).   
In this paper, simplifying assumptions incorporated in the development of a macro single lap joint element are 
evaluated by comparing the adhesive stress state against a 2-D FEM solution over a broad range of joint parameters 
to determine the geometric bounds of the simplifying assumptions.  This trade study not only showed the effect of 
simplifying assumptions, but more importantly served as a validation study to show that the macroscopic element is 
accurate enough for modeling a wide range of joints in vehicle-scale models.  Accuracy of the macroscopic joint 
element was found to be excellent, especially for thin, long adhesive layers, which are routinely used in aerospace 
applications of bonded FRPC joints.  
II. Analytical Formulation 
In order to create a macro element for a single lap joint, an analytical model of the joint was first implemented.  
The adhesive and adherends were assumed to be of an isotropic, linearly elastic material.  Figure 2 illustrates the 
geometric parameters and 
material properties of the single 
lap joint.  The width of the joint 
in the y-direction will be denoted 
by b. The subscripts 1, 2, and a 
will denote a variable associated 
with adherend 1, 2, or the 
adhesive. 
Assuming the adherends 
behave like Euler-Bernoulli 
beams, the strain energy of the 
joint, U, is written as: 
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where σixx and εixx represent the normal stress and strain in material i (1 or 2 for the adherends, a for the adhesive) in 
the x - direction, σazz and εazz are the normal stresses/strains in the adhesive in the z direction, τaxz and γaxz represent 
the shear stress/strain in the adhesive on the xz plane, and all integrals are taken over the volume, Vi of material i. 
It should be noted that many adhesive joints which bond FRPCs are made up of thin adherends which are 
relatively long in the y-direction, causing them to behave more like plates in cylindrical bending rather than beams.  
To model the adherends as wide plates in cylindrical bending, it is only a simple matter of replacing the modulus of 
elasticity, E1 and E2 with Ei/(1-νi
2
), i=1,2 and modeling the adhesive using plane strain, rather than plane stress 
assumptions.    
The derivation of the strain energy is the same for adherends 1 and 2.  Using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, the 
displacements in the x-direction, u1(x,z1) can be written as: 
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Figure 2.  Geometric and material parameters for overlap region of a 
single lap joint. 
 





where u1centerline(x) is the centerline displacement of adherend 1 in the x-direction, and w1centerline(x) is the centerline 
displacement of adherend 1 in the z-direction. 
For simplicity, u1 will now be used to represent the axial displacement at the centerline of adherend 1, and w1 
will represent the transverse displacement at the adherend centerline.  In terms of centerline displacements, the 
internal strain energy in adherend 1, U1, becomes: 
 



























































 The strain energy for the second 
adherend can be obtained using the 
same method.   
A diagram of the notation scheme for 
the adhesive is shown in Fig. 3.  It is 
assumed that the displacement varies 
linearly in the za-direction and that the 
adhesive and adherend are perfectly 
bonded at the interface.  The 
displacements at the interface will be 
denoted by the subscript i.  Assuming 
linear strain in the z-direction, the 



















































































Assuming that the adhesive is in a state of plane stress, linear elasticity dictates that the stresses are: 
 






































Figure 4.  Prescribed nodal displacements used to obtain 
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Note that for simplicity, derivatives with 
respect to x are denoted by the prime symbol 
and functions of x are not indicated (f(x)→ f) 
for the remainder of the paper.  Using the 
principle of stationarity of potential energy, 
four fully coupled governing equilibrium 
differential equations were obtained from the 
energy expression. The governing equations 
were solved for the displacements u1, u2, w1, 
and w2.  The prescribed nodal displacements, 
q1-q6 shown in Fig. 4, were applied as 
boundary conditions, thus resulting in 
equations describing the adherend centerline 



























































































Once the shape functions were obtained, the discretized forms of u1, u2, w1, and w2 (Eq. 9) were inserted into the 
energy equation (Eq. 1).  The i,jth component of the stiffness, ki,j, was found through the following derivative: 
 
 = k






U . (10) 
 
The stiffness matrix was then included in a custom finite element solving routine and combined with standard beam 
elements (Fig. 1). The stresses in the adhesive were then found using Eqs. 7.  
Since the purpose of creating a macroscopic joint element is to provide a means of integrating a fast closed-form 
solution into vehicle-scale structural finite element models, simplifying assumptions are very desirable to make the 
formulation easier and faster.  Additionally, since cohesive zone type failure models which require iterative solving 
 




will be added to the joint element in the future, it is even more vital that the equations are as simple as possible.  
However, simplifying assumptions are often limiting, and it is important to know these limitations.  Therefore, three 
models created by applying different simplifying assumptions about the stress state in the adhesive layer were 
compared in order to determine which set of assumptions should be used in the joint element, for different joint 
parameters. 
A. Model 1 
Model 1 is the baseline model with no further simplifying assumptions other than those already stated in the 
analytical formulation.  The adhesive is assumed to be in a state of plane stress, and the stress and strain are defined 
in Eqs. 6 and 7.   
B. Model 2 
In this model, a widely-used assumption 4,6,7,8  which neglects the adhesive stress σaxx compared to the peel stress 






























































This model is very similar to modeling the adhesive as a bed of linear shear and normal springs, except that the 
second term in the shear strain equation (Eq. 6a) couples the normal springs to the shear springs.   
C. Model 3 
In this model, it is assumed that the adhesive is a bed of uncoupled linear shear and normal springs.  The 
adhesive layer is assumed to be so thin that the stress in the adhesive layer is independent of the z-coordinate.  The 

























while the stress is defined as in Model 2 (Eqs. 7a and 11). 
III. Model Implementation 
Two studies were done to validate the macroscopic joint element and discover the simplest model required to 
accurately predict the shear and peel stress in a single lap joint.  First, the models were compared with each other 
over a broad range of joint geometric parameters to show which models have an impact on the predicted stress for 
different parameter values.  Second, a 2-D solution, based on the finite element method (FEM) was generated for 
four parameter cases and the predicted adhesive stresses were compared with the three models.  This was done to 
illustrate the accuracy of the macroscopic joint element for different geometric parameters.   
The three models were compared over a range of parameters to determine the difference in peak shear and peel 
stress along the adhesive centerline (za=η/2) predicted by the models as a function of the parameters.  This is useful 
to show when assumptions about the adhesive stresses are valid and when one should be careful when using them.  
Figure 5 shows the dimensions and material properties of the single lap joint considered.  The adherends were 
 




aluminum, with a modulus of 70 GPa (E1 and E2) and Poisson’s ratio of 0.33 (υ1 and υ2).  They were both 5 mm 
thick (t1 and t2), 2 mm wide (b), and extended 5000 mm long past the joint overlap.  The adhesive was FM300 and 
had a modulus of 2.17 GPa (Ea) with a shear modulus of 0.89 GPa (Ga).  The adhesive thickness (η) was varied from 
0.005 to 5 mm, and the overlap length (l) was varied from 50 to 5000 mm.  Although these parameters are not 
necessarily typical for a joint, it was necessary to test a wide range of parameters to demonstrate the working range 
of the macroscopic element and the limits of the assumptions.    
On either side of the macroscopic joint element, 50 beam elements were used to model the adherends outside of 
the overlap region.  The left end was clamped, or restrained from displacement. The right end was extended in the x-





Along with comparing the three models to each other, they were also compared with the results from a  2-D 
FEM created using the commercial package Abaqus10,‡ for four different geometric parameter cases.  The same 
geometric parameters and boundary conditions shown in Fig. 5 were used for the cases, and Table 1 shows the 
values of l and η used for each case.  Cases were chosen at four extreme corners of the parameters tested for the 




length (l), mm 
adhesive 
thick. (η), mm 
Case 1 5000 5 
Case 2 5000 0.5 
Case 3 50 5 
Case 4 50 0.5 
 
The finite element models were constructed using 70,000 to 100,000 2-D plane strain quadrilateral elements, 
with an element bias towards the corners of the adhesive.  One issue which deserves mention is that the macroscopic 
joint element models do not fulfill the traction free (σaxx and τaxz ) boundary condition at the free edges of the 
adhesive boundary.  Therefore, the FEMs and the macroscopic joint element models are not expected to predict 
similar stresses at the free edges of the adhesive.  Moreover, the inside corners of the adhesive in the FEM causes a 
stress singularity, making the model mesh dependant in the corner singularity region.  In application, spew fillets are 
applied to eliminate this stress concentration and cause the edges of the overlap to not have zero stress7.  Therefore it 
is of no major concern that the macro joint element does not reflect the stresses predicted by the FEA model at the 
ends of the adhesive.  Since the model is meant to serve as an initial vehicle-scale model element for initial sizing 
and not necessarily for detailed analysis, the goal of the validation is to show that the overall behavior of the joint is 
reflected by the macroscopic joint element. 
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Table 1. Parameters of in-depth study cases. 
l 5000 mm 




Figure 5. Boundary conditions, loading scenario and geometric parameters for the single lap joint.  
Material properties include: E1=E2=70 GPa, Ea=2.17 GPa, and Ga=0.89 GPa. 
 




IV. Results and Discussion 
The plots comparing the relative difference between the maximum centerline peel and shear stresses predicted by 
Models 1 and 2 for different η/t and t/l values can be found in Fig. 6.  Model 2 was created by taking model 1, and 
assuming that the extensional stress, σaxx, was negligible.  The relative difference between the maximum peel stress 
predicted by Models 1 and 2 is between 8% and 5% for the whole range of adhesive thicknesses and overlap lengths 
considered.  The difference is greatest for the very thin adhesive layers, and least for the thickest adhesive layers.  
Additionally, the difference between the maximum adhesive centerline shear stress predicted by the two models is 
below 1% for all of the parameters considered in this study.  Considering the uncertainty of the stress state at the 
corner of the adhesive due to the previously mentioned issues related to stress concentrations and violation of the 
traction free condition, the difference between these models is very low.  If one is only concerned with the peel and 
shear stress in the adhesive layer, it would be advantageous to use Model 2 over Model 1 due to its increased 
simplicity.  However, Tsai and Morton12 note that the magnitude of σaxx near the end of the overlap is often 
comparable to the magnitude of the peel and shear stresses.  Therefore, it should be kept in mind that Model 1 is the 
only one of the three models to yield the extensional stress, σaxx. 
Model 3 was created by taking Model 2 and uncoupling the transverse and axial displacements.  In other words, 
Model 3 assumed that the stress and strain in the adhesive layer is constant in the z-direction.  Fig. 7 contains a 
comparison of the relative difference between the maximum centerline peel and shear stresses predicted by Models 
2 and 3 for different η/t and t/l values.  It can be seen that these models predict very different values of maximum 
stress.  The shear stress difference can reach up to 40%, while the peel stress difference can be almost 30%.  It 
appears that the differences between the two models are especially large for thicker adhesive layers and shorter 
overlaps.  Interestingly, the sign change between t/l values of .001 and .01 in both plots indicates that there may be a 
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Figure 6.  Relative difference in maximum adhesive centerline (za=η/2) shear and peel stress between 
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Figure 7.  Comparison of the maximum shear and peel stress predicted by Models 2 and 3 for different 
joint configurations, along with points indicating the cases for comparison with 2-D FEMs. 
 




2-D plane stress FEMs were constructed for four cases, each case with parameters as described in Table 1 and 
the points labeled in Fig. 7.  The results of the comparison between the FEM models and the macro joint element 
models are found in Figs. 8-15.  Figs. 8, 10, 12, and 14 compare the adhesive centerline stresses of the three models 
with the FEM for Cases 1-4.  2-D contour plots showing the shear and normal stress distribution in the adhesive as 
predicted by the FEM and three models for each case are shown in Figs. 9, 11, 13, and 15. 
A. Case 1 
Case 1 had a thick, long adhesive layer with η/t = 1 and t/l = 0.001.  The length of the adhesive displayed in Figs. 
8 and 9 is only 0.5% of the length because the adhesive in the middle region is effectively stress free, which makes it 
this region unimportant for the current study.  Obviously, this joint would be very inefficient because almost all of 
the stress is held by less than 1% of the adhesive.  All three models predict the peel stress fairly well, although 
Models 1 and 2 appeared to be slightly more accurate.  Looking at the adhesive peel stress distribution in Fig. 9, 
Models 2 and 3 predict constant peel stress in the z-direction, while the peel stress distribution of the 2-D FEM 
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Figure 9.  Adhesive stress contours predicted by different models for Case 1 parameters. 
 
 




Looking at the centerline shear stress, Model 2 does not seem to match up with the FEM very well.  While 
Models 1 and 2 are low, they appear to capture the general trend.  Obviously, none of the models reflect the free end 
condition of zero shear traction.  The shear stress contour plots in Fig. 10 show that Model 1 has shear stress 
constant in the z-direction, but the FEM model shows that the stress varies significantly in the z-direction, which 
might explain the inaccuracy of the model.  The distribution of shear stress in Models 1 and 2 is a closer match to 
the FEM model, although the slopes appear to be incorrect past the free end.  
B. Case 2 
Case 2 was composed of a joint with a thin, long adhesive layer (η/t = 0.1 and t/l = 0.001).  Like Figs. 9 and 10, 
the length of the adhesive displayed in Figs. 11 and 12 is only 0.5% of the length because only the ends display 
behavior worth comparison.  All three models predict the peel and shear stress very well.  The reason why can be 
seen in the contour plots in Fig. 12.  The non-linear distribution of stress at the free end of the adhesive predicted by 
the 2-D FEM dies out very quickly, and the remainder of the adhesive has a linear distribution in the z-direction.  
Since the thickness of the adhesive is so small, the stress can be effectively modeled as constant in the z-direction.  
Therefore, using the simplified Model 3 would still yield very accurate results for this case. 
 
 
C. Case 3 
Case 3 had a thick, short adhesive layer with η/t = 1 and t/l = 0.1.  The right half of the adhesive is shown in the 
plots.  The three model predictions of the shear stress were not very consistent with the 2-D FEM.  Model 3 vastly 
over predicts the stress levels, and Models 1 and 2 under predict the shear stress.  Looking at the shear stress 
distribution of the FEM in Fig. 12, the stress is non-linear in the z-direction and the effects of the free end do not die 
out quickly as with the thin adhesive cases.  The constant z-direction stress distribution of Model 3 is insufficient to 
correctly model the adhesive, especially when it comes to the shear stress. 
The peel stress, on the other hand, was not so poorly predicted.  All three models predicted similar trends for the 
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Figure 10.  Adhesive centerline stresses predicted by different models for Case 2 parameters. 
 
Figure 11.  Adhesive stress contours predicted by different models for Case 2 parameters. 
 
 




FEM.  Generally, Model 3 would be a poor choice for a joint of this type.  Models 2 and 3 are closer, but still do not 
accurately predict the stress levels of the single lap joint for Case 3. 
 
 
D. Case 4 
Case 4 was composed of a joint with a thin, short adhesive layer (η/t = 0.1 and t/l = 0.1).  All three models under 
predicted the shear stress slightly, and surprisingly, Model 3 is the closest to the 2-D FEM.  The contour plot of the 
FEM shear stress in Fig. 15 shows that the effects of the free edge disappear quickly in the adhesive.  The shear 
stress distribution varies linearly in the z-direction, but Models 1 and 2 have the wrong slopes, which probably 
accounts for the inaccuracy.  Since Model 3 has no slope, it is slightly more accurate than Models 1 and 2.  The 
models predicted the FEM peel stress slightly more accurately, but there was still a lag similar to Cases 1 and 3.  It is 
unclear what causes the lag; whether it is an effect created by the difference in free edge conditions, or simply due to 
inaccuracies in the model.  
It should be kept in mind that the macroscopic joint element is not meant for detailed stress analysis of the joint, 
unless more refinement and inclusion of non-linear constitutive properties of the adhesive leads to joint failure 
predictions, a task that is currently underway. The models presented here reflect the behavior of the joint in a global 
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Figure 13.  Adhesive stress contours predicted by different models for Case 3 parameters. 
 
 




all of the cases appear to be fairly accurate.  The models are especially suited for thin adhesive layers, and appear to 




V. Summary and Concluding Remarks 
Eccentric load paths caused by single lap joints often require a detailed, dense mesh in structural finite element 
models of assemblies containing single-lap joints, which can be costly for global, vehicle scale models.  To reduce 
computational time required for these large-scale models and aid joint sizing early on in the design phase, a 
macroscopic element was created to model the behavior of a joint with a single element.  This was accomplished by 
embedding an approximate analytical solution of the single lap joint into a finite element.  The current model 
assumes that all materials remain linearly elastic, but the next step is to add nonlinear constitutive failure models to 
predict progressive adhesive failure.  Since the next generation progressive failure element will have to be solved 
iteratively, it is imperative that the simplest formulation be used to reduce the complexity and computing time 
required for each iteration.  With this in mind, three versions of the macroscopic joint element were created, each 
containing additional simplifying assumptions about the stress state of the adhesive.   
The first version, Model 1, assumes that the adhesive is in plane stress, and considers σaxx, σazz, and τaxz.  Model 2 
ignores σaxx.  Finally, Model 3 ignores σaxx like Model 2, but it also assumes that the stresses within the adhesive are 
independent z-direction.  The maximum peel and shear stress predicted by these three models was compared to 
ascertain how much of a difference each additional assumption matters.  It was found that there was little difference 
between Models 1 and 2.  Since Model 2 is simpler than Model 1, it can be concluded that Model 1 is unnecessary, 
unless the value of σaxx is desired.  On the other hand, Models 2 and 3 predicted very different maximum stresses, 
especially for joints with thick adhesive layers and short joint overlap lengths. 
Four joints with different combinations of thick and thin adhesive layers and long and short overlap lengths were 
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Figure 15.  Adhesive stress contours predicted by different models for Case 4 parameters. 
 
Figure 14.  Adhesive centerline stresses predicted by different models for Case 4 parameters. 
 
 




under what parameter conditions and 2) to show that the macroscopic joint finite element could be used to give a 
general prediction of joint behavior.  It was found that all of the models were more accurate for joints with thin 
adhesive layers.  Also, all of the models were slightly more accurate for longer joint overlaps.  Therefore, for thin 
joints, Model 3 should be used because it can get an answer just as accurate as the other models, with a much 
simpler formulation.  For thick joints, Model 2 would be preferred because it is more accurate than Model 3, 
although the models are generally not as accurate for thick joints.  However, most joints in application have very 
thin adhesive layers, so Model 3 should be adequate for most real-life situations.  It was also shown that for all 
cases, the macroscopic joint elements were more than adequate at predicting the behavior of a joint for early design 
sizing purposes. 
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